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About This Game

Grab your friends, neighbors, extended family and that handsome cashier from the grocery store and get ready for some sweet,
award-winning, couch and online multiplayer. With your trusty bow, shoot, dodge and deflect arrows in this zany isometric

archery game.

2-4 frenemies can duke it out both locally and online, or at the same time! With tons of unique levels, and utterly devastating
power ups to smite your enemies, such as explosive rockets, electric tesla coils and leg-chomping bear traps, the term bows and

arrows has never been used this loosely!
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If you’re looking to mend any friendships ruined in the arena, there’s a fully co-operative survival mode as well. 1-4 archers can
team up to defeat waves of menacing bears that come packaged with with an arsenal of axes, cannons and spear rifles. Compete

for the highscores with a combo multiplier, and the unpredictable power-up spinner!

As if battling your friends or waves of killer bears wasn’t hard enough, you’ll also have to watch your step. Whether it's the edge
of a skyscraper, a mischievous lazer eye, or a rampaging boulder, the environments in which you decimate your fellow archers

can be as treacherous as your foes.

What’s the point of being the best bow-and-arrow-shooter around if you don’t look good while doing it? Every battle in Arrow
Heads rewards players with bird seed. Save up enough and you can unlock new birds to play as, fancier bows and bizarre

projectiles that can be loosely defined as ‘arrows’.

Take an arrow to the face early in the round? Don’t worry, in Arrow Heads you’re able to get your vengeance from beyond the
grave by flopping! Throw your corpse around mindlessly, slap your enemies in the face with your noodly arms to stun them, or
even take arrows for that one guy who you sort of have an alliance with. Does it make sense? That’s debatable. Is it fun? Also

debat-- YES!
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If you're going to do a Portal-alike, it's more than just the puzzles. Your gameplay has to WORK CONSISTENTLY. I've been
in this slog for hours now, and I still can't figure out why sometimes the jumping pads work fine, and other times it's like
pointing the magnet gun at a blank wall. And the cube has no weight. If I'm trying to position it to stand on it, the slightest
movement will send it careening away like it's made of paper. Contrast with the large cubes, which sometimes barely move
when I'm shoving with all my might, and other times fly through the air like balloons.

If I finish this game, it'll be out of pure spite.. Great game,loved the ending. Simply awesome. Pretty simple fun game. Sounds
get quite reppetitive and obnoxious and it would certainly help if there was a mouse sensitivity slider. I can barely play the game
because the ingame sensitivity is too high for my mouse.

Playstyle while leaning feels weird when you turn. I can see how it was programmed but I'm certain there is a better way around
that! (Looking at you dev). Edit: I realized it has been nearly 2 years since I made this review and forgot to update it after
Sushi's response, that is purely my bad! However, I will still have some of the problems listed, considering that it is still
apparently in pre-alpha. Remember, this may not still accure to other players, but it still could happen along with other major
bugs. Still a shame, really do wish this game was good enough to truly recommend, it has potential.

Now the bugs.
1) Could not feed my pets treats
2) Could not level up properly. Each time I did, it does not show on my team list, yet does on the monster's, or my info. To fix
this I have to exit the game and relog.
3) Whenever I tried assigning points, either i have not enough points because i need 93 points, then it suddenly changes to 200+
points needed, or they do not go up at all.

There are more, but these are the major ones. The minor ones I do not mind as they were to be expected. Until these bugs can
somehow be fixed, I just cannot play this game, despite really wanting to... Good stuff.. HOW TO PLAY WITHOUT
GETTING STRETCHED SCREEN PLS HELP. In the late 70's...Pay 20 dollars for an atari adventure game about a heroic
square.

In 2017, pay 6 dollars for a game about a depressed square.

Profit :D. It's basically a flashgame or free cellphone game listed on Steam in the guise of a real game. Bad sound effects,
loooong booooring redundant missions... glad I used TF2 item sales money and not real money.
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This game is a pleasant and relaxing diversion. I experienced little to no frustration while playing. The controls are very intuitive
on my touch-screen computer covered in greasy kids' fingerprints. I look forward to the sequel!

42 people found this review helpful. Works fine for me, but im not an idiot. I have not completed the game yet, but for 71 cents
this game is very impressive. I like the story line so far and the is slight strategy with your characters. I like the colors that were
used for this game and the drawing may be simple but I like them.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=LLfo9CmYsT8. ok, i find this one a little bit hard to recommend and most certainly
wouldn't do so for its full price.
The game is not bad at all and has plenty of care to not be just any steam ****. The biggest pro for me were how short the game
is. You quite have the time to try every weapon on the game and that's it, you finish it. I'm sure it would be really boring if not
for that. But overall the game is good to give some hours of "some fun" and i suppose is worth its price with discount so i cannot
negativate that =P. There should really be a neutral button for games like these. It's not a bad game, it's not great either. It's a fun
little budget game. It plays like an old school arcade PC shooter like Duke Nukem, Blood, FEAR or Doom. Take your pick. It's
got nice atmosphere, great assortment of guns, lots of blood and gore but after a while the game gets a bit repetitive. Still, it's not
a bad game. If you see it on sale, get it. It's usually on sale for $1 or less. 6.5\/10 for me.. It is quite fun game, but there are still
lots of bugs as this is early access still. I had to quit the game and restart for a few times due to bugs. Nevertheless, I would still
recommend the game as it is really fun to play after all.. Great tower defence game, based on real world past events. Can be
annoying on the hardest setting.. Cost too much for too little content. It should be a 2 or 3 dollar game at this point. Especially
compared to competitors.. This game is a joke. I don't know if you can call it a game at all. On the pictures it looks like it was
interesting. The truth is that it looks like the developer hasn't played it once.
The game has nothing in it, it looks like a game created by a high school student(as a credit in IT) with additional graphics.
Shame.
Really you don't get anything(except images.) Other negative comments perfectly illustrate this.

I'm sorry, I really believed in whatever, I have never been so disappointed in a long time.. So many bugs and short... but it's like
old game, better than nothing.
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